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Abstract:
Robotics research, development, and commercialization are booming in recent years due to the rise of manufacturing
industries in the world and particularly in China. China now has more than 50% of industrial robots. We researchers in
robotics, especially those in China, are responsible for pushing our inventions out of laboratories to benefit the industry and
the society as a whole. History has proven that only those elite individuals who have generated marketable robotic products
can bring significant impacts to the field of robotics. While industrial robots are mature and dominated by a handful of
Japanese and German companies, service robots have a broad scope of applications waiting for robots to conquer.
Nevertheless, barrier for both are still high. For industrial robots, the future is in critical robotic components, including
motor, speed reducer, and battery. Particularly the first two cost more than 60% of the entire robot. For service robot a
simple, reliable, and straightforward “killing” application is the key. The talk further uses speed reducer as an example to
illustrate the author’s vision how a rising country such as China to penetrate the market of industrial robots and become
competitive. A new concept of motor and speed reducer modularized robotic joint is finally introduced.
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